SHOP YOUR COMMUNITY DAYS

NOVEMBER 12-14

5% OF SALES WILL BE DONATED TO A NON-PROFIT OF YOUR CHOICE!

60+ LOCAL BUSINESSES

ACOUSTIC TAP ROOM • ADORE • AMERICAN SPOON • AMICAL • BACKCOUNTRY NORTH • BECKY THATCHER DESIGNS • BRILLIANT BOOKS • CALIF’S • CAPTAIN’S QUARTERS • THE CHEESE LADY • CHERRY HILL BOUTIQUE • CHERRY REPUBLIC • CRITTERS • DAISY JANE • THE DISH CAFE* • ELEVEN • ELLA’S • ESPRESSO BAY* • THE EXCHANGE • FLEA • FLYING NOODLE* • FORMATIVE FITNESS* • FUSTIN’S* • GLITZ & SPURS • GOLDEN SHOES • GRAND TRAVERSE DISTILLERY L.L.C. • GRAND TRAVERSE PIE CO • GREEN ISLAND • HAYSTACKS • HIGHER ART GALLERY • HORIZON BOOKS • JAMES C. SMITH FINE JEWELRY • KILWIN’S • LAKES AND GRAPES • LIANA’S MAMA LU’S* • METAL ARTS & HOME DECOR • MILK & HONEY • MILLIE & PEPPER • MINER’S NORTH JEWELERS • MORSELS • MR. BILL’S SHIRT COMPANY • MY SECRET STASH • NIFTY THINGS • NORTHERN LIGHTS HOME DECOR INC. • ON THE ROCKS • ORVIS STREAMSIDE • PARK STREET CAFE* • PEACE LOVE & LITTLE DONUTS • PEPPERCORN OF TRAVERSE CITY • PLAMONDON SHOES • RED GINGER* • ROBERT FROST • ROTH SHIRT CO. • RUNNING FIT • SINCERELY BETTY • SUNGLASS SHOPPE SWEET PEA • SWEET TARTLETTE • TOY HARBOR • VOTRUBA LEATHER GOODS CO • WHAT TO WEAR • WILSON ANTIQUES • YANA DEE

30 NON-PROFITS

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF UNIVERSITY WOMEN • TC • AC PAW • BIG BROTHERS BIG SISTERS • BOOTS FOR KIDS • CATHOLIC HUMAN SERVICES • FOSTER GRANDPARENT & SENIOR COMPANION PROGRAMS • CHERRYLAND HUMANE SOCIETY • CITY OPERA HOUSE • THE CHILDREN’S HOUSE • COMPANY DANCE TRAVERSE • CROSSTITCH CENTER FOR ART & ECOLOGY • THE FATHER FRED FOUNDATION • FLOW (FOR LOVE OF WATER) • GRAND TRAVERSE AREA CATHOLIC SCHOOLS • GREAT LAKES CHILDREN’S MUSEUM • HABITAT FOR HUMANITY GRAND TRAVERSE REGION • JUSTICE FOR OUR NEIGHBORS MICHIGAN • MICHAEL’S PLACE • MUNSON HEALTHCARE FOUNDATIONS • NATIONAL ALLIANCE ON MENTAL ILLNESS GRAND TRAVERSE • NORTE • OLD TOWN PLAYHOUSE • THE PATHFINDER SCHOOL • PLANNED PARENTHOOD OF MICHIGAN • PREGNANCY CARE CENTER • TART TRAILS, INC • TCAPS STUDENT SUPPORT NETWORK • TRAVERSE AREA HISTORICAL SOCIETY • TRAVERSE BAY CHILDREN’S ADVOCACY CENTER • TRAVERSE HEALTH CLINIC • WOMEN’S RESOURCE CENTER FOR THE GRAND TRAVERSE AREA

* GIFT CARD SALES ONLY
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